ADVERTISING PROMOTION

SPACIOUS
ENTERTAINER

HEART & SOUL
W I T H S O M E C A R E F U L P L A N N I N G AND A STYLISH
PALETTE, THESE TWO KITCHENS GET TOP BLOCK MARKS!

metallics for a sophisticated
touch of added interest.
Handles are finished with a
brass detail while gunmetal
tapware ties back to the
sharply defined pantry
shelving in Freedom Kitchens’
new 2020 Black Alumin
for a modern industrial
look. To emphasise the
kitchen’s social space, the
addition of a seating nook
underneath the window
makes the perfect spot for
guests and family to relax
while cooking up a storm.

With a glamorous take on
black and white, Hayden
and Sara’s kitchen is every
inch the entertainer’s dream.
Featuring a butler’s pantry
hidden behind a wall of
cabinetry in Supa Black, it’s
streamlined and stylish with
a focus on surface space.
Linking back to the rest
of the apartment, the duo
chose Caesarstone for the
benches in Statuario Nuvo,
complemented with mixed

IN THE DETAIL
The newlyweds chose
Freedom Kitchens’
cabinetry in Supa Black,
Burnished Wood and
Alaskan White Gloss, while
the modern industrial-style
shelving in their hidden (yet
huge!) butler’s pantry taps
into the trend seen at this
year’s EuroCucina in Milan.

KITCHEN 2
H AY D E N & S A R A

IN THE DETAIL
Cabinets by Freedom Kitchens
include Burnished Wood
finish (cupboards), Supa
Black (shelves) and lighter
cabinetry in Moose (butler’s
pantry). Island bench (80mm)
and splashback (20mm) in
Caesarstone Airy Concrete.

KITCHEN 1
KERRIE & SPENCE

REFINED DESIGN

Spence and Kerrie’s winning
30/30 kitchen design
integrates high-end appliances
and works around a huge
island bench in the stunning
new Caesarstone Airy
Concrete. Their vision was to
make the vast space central
to food preparation and
entertaining, which it achieves
perfectly. The beautiful
Caesarstone Airy Concrete

finish is versatile enough to
complement the colours of
the Burnished Wood cabinetry
and stainless steel appliances.
The central stack of joinery
in the centre of the space
allows for a seamless flow
from the main kitchen to the
huge butler’s pantry. Their
high open cabinetry across
the side wall leaves plenty of
space for styling and bringing
personality to the room.

PLANNING MAKES PERFECT. FREEDOM KITCHENS’
FREE IN-HOME DESIGN APPOINTMENTS MAKE IT EASY
TO CREATE YOUR DREAM KITCHEN.

Want the best kitchen on your block? Book today and take advantage of our
limited-time offer with $1000 off a Caesarstone benchtop, as seen in The Block
kitchens. Visit us in store or at freedomkitchens.com.au/offers for details.

